12.27.2019

North Office: 4515 W. Arlington Road – Bloomington, IN 47404
South Office: 4019 S. Old State Road 37 – Bloomington, IN 47401

Dear Colleague,
My name is Dr. Dale Miller, DVM. I am the proprietor of two Veterinary clinics, and I wanted to share with
you something that has made a huge difference at my clinics. My practice manager mentioned that we
spend a lot of time and money on the constant cleaning of the lobby, waiting and exam rooms. So I decided
to look for a solution.
A colleague told me about a product her company (Pinpoint Resolutions, LLC), was researching to meet the
need of eliminating bacteria in the Veterinary marketplace. This intrigued me so I wanted to learn more.
After several discussions, I was asked if I would complete a clinical study on the product’s use and
effectiveness. I organized and utilized an independent outside laboratory to conduct and validate the test
results and findings.
The results were remarkable 1. The science is Nanotechnology, manufactured by Zoono®. This product is so
great because after you clean the area with your current disinfectant and you apply a layer of Zoono®
protectant (Microbe Shield), you won’t have to disinfect again for up to thirty (30) days!! Zoono ® is
colorless, odorless, non-toxic, environmentally safe, water-based and is easy to use. Although completely
gentle for humans and animals, it is deadly for a wide range of bacteria and mold.
Unlike traditional sanitizer technologies, Zoono® delivers a “physical kill” to any pathogen subject to lyses
(the bacteria strike millions of ‘pins’ that attract and kill the bacteria). Organisms cannot adapt, so there is
NO Mutation and consequently NO Superbugs. Zoono ® provides the anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-fungal and
anti-algal protection and is EPA registered, FDA compliant and certified.
Bring your clinic or institution to the cutting edge with Nanotechnology, the tested true superior alternative to
the most effective and safest method to combat germs.
Sincerely,

Dale Miller, DVM

Try it and see for yourself. Review the enclosed flyer to get the details in what to order and how to save.
Visit the website at - www.PinpointResolutions.com
Read the clinical paper - https://pinpointresolutions.com/index.php/blog-post/zoono-tech-vs- biology- ascientific-study/

Ask for information at - info@pinpointresolutions.com

No monetary rewards and/or endorsements for my reviews/comments have been received.
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